An ALL-IN-ONE
Accounts Receivable Software

The NEXT GENERATION of
Accounts Receivable Software
ARTrail is truly in a class of its own when it
comes to addressing the pain points of
Collection Agencies. It is designed to easily
blend in and eﬀortlessly augment your
existing routine, thanks to its Plug-n-Play
model. This approach promptly decreases
time-to-market, ensuring that your agency
can see substantial increase in ROI within a
short time span.
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Get Up & Running FAST with ARTrail!
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ARTRAIL FEATURES

STREAMLINED UX DESIGN
Our team of programmers and designers
painstakingly brainstormed every ARTrail
module a collection agency could possibly
need, resulting in a solution with a healthy
equation of simpliﬁed usage and ampliﬁed
productivity!
ARTrail's meticulous UX design streamlines
the various modules and quite literally,
untangles the software for the end-user.
The result? A clutter free work space that
acts like a personal assistant.
ARTrail also comes fully supplied with our:
All-In-One Call Recording & Auditing
Solution, Dispute Management System,
Integrated Data Exchange Function, and our
Document Imaging and Archival Platform.

WE PAINSTAKINGLY
visualized every detail.
The result? ...
A METICULOUSLY
STREAMLINED
UX DESIGN
First-of-Its-Kind ETL!
ARTrail provides a "ﬁrst-of-its-kind" inclusion in
a collection software solution. While all
Collection solutions rely on cleansed and "ready"
data, AR Trail helps you extract, bring in Raw
Data from numerous sources, transform,
standardize the inﬂux of data, and then load,
making it available for you to use.
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The Queues and Prioritization features aboard AR Trail
make it easy to collaborate
between teams. You can
create queues for an agent or
create a group of agents and
assign queue(s) - What's
more - you can automate
task population on these
queues.
For maxiumum productivity, ARTrail has
been designed with dedicated portals for
managing Consumers, Clients & their
accounts.
Automation can be achieved by using
ARTrail’s built-in workﬂow interface for
tasks including: drag and drop, events and
actions, to creating rules for automating all
your tasks.
ARTrail's intelligent payment-posting
algorithm, allows for multiple options while
disbursing collected funds
ARTrail features a powerful reports feature
which scans all of the data in your system to
present crisp operational statistics. These
reports are customizable and can be
scheduled to refresh on a periodic basis.
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